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Abstract: Face recognition is emerging as one of the popular field in the biometric research. It is used in various
surveillance systems for the security purpose as it doesn’t need object comparison. The main advantage of using face
recognition system is its uniqueness and acceptance over other biometric systems. Though this system is considered to
be accurate but the detection of the face is a difficult process due to the high degree of variability in faces. Face
recognition is a section of pattern recognition in which human visual perception is saved in the computer. Many
researchers are working on this field for many of the years, many algorithms and techniques are developed to update
the traditional systems. Some of the techniques that are common these days are PCA, LDA, and Gabor etc. But these
approaches individually are not that much efficient in some of the cases. In this research work a new approach is
proposed, in which the main concentration is to extract the features with the PCA and LDA techniques as well as the
combined systems. This is a much better approach to work with, as suggested from the literature and also more
successful for the large dataset. After combining both of the feature extraction, finally the classification will be done
and the performance will be evaluated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Biometric recognition links the person to his/her
previously established identity through automated means,
therefore, the result is based on those pre-defined
parameters. Normally the operations of the biometric
system are divided into two stages as Follows:
 Enrollment
 Recognition
Enrollment is a Stage in which the biometric information
related to a person is stored in a database. This reference
information can be in the form of templates or biometric
sample itself. Templates contain the extracted features
from the biometric sample or parameters of mathematical
models that best characterizes the extracted features. In
some application biometric parameters such as name, id is
also stored along with biometric references. In the case of
loss of identity, information such as unknown latent prints
lifted from the crime scene, anonymous authentication etc.
The reference is used with system generated Id for future
use. In Recognition Stage, firstly the scanning of users
biometric traits is done, Secondly extraction takes place
and then the process of Matching is performed
corresponding to the reference biometric information
stored in the database. A high similarity score between the
query and the reference data results in the user being
Copyright to IJARCCE

authenticated or identified. Facial recognition is not
reliable and efficient as compared to the other recognition
techniques. Whereas there is an advantage that it has no
need to have consent from the test subject. Properly
designed system which is installed on airports and
multiplexes are able to recognize even the single person in
the crowd of thousands. Whereas the techniques like iris
recognition, fingerprints recognition is not able to perform
such kind of detection from such a huge crowd. However,
the question is that whether the face recognition systems
can generate a reliable or efficient result in the case of
railways stations security and airport security.
Techniques
Some facial algorithms are used to analyze the extracted
portion from the inputted image. e.g. an algorithm is used
to the relative position, size, and/or shape of the eyes,
nose, cheekbones, and jaw. The same features are then
used for other images of same or matched patterns. Other
algorithm is used to normalize the data of images in form
of gallery and then archives this face data but saves only
those images which are important or useful for
recognition. Then the face data is compared with an
analyzed image. The traditional system was based on
template matching technique and by using this compressed
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image was created to represent a specific portion or feature can say as the security or authentication purpose. Many
of the face. List of some of the techniques is as follows:
researchers are working on this field for many of the years,
many algorithms and techniques are developed to update
 DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) a frequency the traditional systems which are common these days like
domain feature extraction technique. In this method the PCA, LDA, and Gabor etc. But these approaches
one-dimensional signal is divided into two parts, one is the individually are not that much efficient in some of the
high frequency and other is the low-frequency part. The cases, so the mixing of the algorithms are done, as an
edge components of the signal are present in the higher example if PCA approach is used it will provide better
frequency part. The low-frequency part is split into two results for small datasets. So to overcome these
parts and a similar process will be continued till the disadvantages the continuous research is processed to get
desired level is achieved. In this, each level the image is better results. There is one issue too if the algorithms are
decomposed into the four parts. To do analysis, original getting advanced the fake parties are also able to make the
signal DWT provides the sufficient information and algorithm crackable. So there is a need to develop an
requires less computation time.
algorithm which will work as an advanced and modified
 PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is used to approach making extraction that much complex that will
reduce the dimension of the data by means of data not be easy to crack up to an extent, so this study gives a
compression basics and reveals the most effective low proposed study in the field of classification or security.
dimensional structure of facial patterns. This reduction in
dimensions removes information that is not useful and
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
precisely decomposes the face structure which involves
the transformation of a number of possibly correlated As problems are discussed in the previous section a new
variables into a smaller number of orthogonal approach is proposed for the research work, in which the
(uncorrelated)
components
known as
Principal main concentration will be to extract the features with the
Components. Each face image may be represented as a PCA and LDA techniques and also with the combined
weighted sum (feature vector) of the Eigen faces, which systems. After combine feature extraction of both
are stored in a 1D array. It also highlights the differences techniques, finally the classification will be done and the
and similarities amongst the dataset. It is also useful for performance will be evaluated.
the extraction of a set of Eigen's faces from the initially
inputted images of human faces. And these Eigen faces
IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM
can also be recombined in the proper ratio to reconstruct
the original face image.
Select dataset
 Gabor Wavelet technique is used in image processing
of face to work
where it is separated into two series of one-dimensional
with
ones. This technique is basically used to detect the edges,
corners, and blobs of the face image. Gabor functions help
to extract the features, especially in texture-based image
Extract features
analysis.
of face images
 LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) finds most of its
applications in appearance based methods. It is considered
to be an efficient and qualitative algorithm for selection of
Collaborate the
features in the applications it is being employed.
feature using
But the problem is that individually these techniques are
hybrid
approach
not so efficient and effective. Hence the focus of the work
is to implement a hybrid technique for face recognition.
After studying previous results the combination of PCA
Create dataset
and LDA is chosen as proposed work. The reason behind
for
such decision is whenever LDA is applied; it is applied
classification
together with PCA. The dimensions are reduced using
PCA and the problem of low power is overcome by LDA
as it maximizes power.
Classify using
Euclidean
Get testing
Extract
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
difference
images
features
The face is our primary focus of attention in social
intercourses. It plays an important role in providing human
identity. Face recognition is a section of pattern
recognition in which human visual perception is saved in
the computer. This approach is much popular in many of
the fields, the main and the important one is recognition or
Copyright to IJARCCE

Calculate result
& accuracy of
system

Fig. 1 Block diagram of proposed work
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V. METHODOLOGY
1. Select dataset of face to work with for the recognition
purpose which will be downloaded from the internet
sources generally used for research purposes.
2. Extract features of face images individually and store
that in form of matrix.
3. Collaborating the feature using hybrid approach so that
further it can be used for the recognition purpose.
4. Create a dataset for classification in which the test
images are used which are to classify the accuracy of
the system.
5. Extract the same feature of the test dataset so that can
be classified by the trained system.
6. Classify using the Euclidean difference between the
test dataset and the trained dataset with the hybrid
features.
7. Calculate result & accuracy of the system to evaluate
the performance of the system.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Face recognition is a rapidly growing field today for many
uses in the fields of biometric authentication, security, and
many other areas.

Fig.3 Mean Image obtained after applying PCA
The figure below presents the Eigen face of the original
image which is produced by applying LDA on it.

In this, a new method is proposed for the face recognition
that is considered to be better than the traditional methods.
The proposed method is tested on face database. The
figure below represents the original face image for the
purpose of face recognition.

Fig. 4 Eigen face image obtained after applying LDA
Figure 5 asks the user to press the enter button for
initializing the testing of datasets.

Fig.2 Original face image.
The figure below shows the mean face image after
applying PCA on the original image. PCA produces the
mean image of the input image.
Copyright to IJARCCE

Fig. 5 Initialization of testing datasets
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Figure 6 shows the accuracy of proposed work after
applying testing on it. It shows that the accuracy of PCA is
99.3158 and accuracy of LDA is 98.2200. It shows the
accuracy of both of the technique individually.

Fig. 8 Comparisons among three techniques on the basis
of accuracy
Figure 9 shows the variations between testing samples
after applying the proposed hybrid work.
Fig. 6 Individual accuracy of LDA and PCA
The figure below represents the accuracy of proposed
work in the graphical form. It shows that after combining
LDA and PCA the accuracy achieved is near 99.99%.

Fig. 9 Variations in testing images after applying hybrid
technique
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Face recognition systems are widely used biometric
systems that play important role in the surveillance
The graph below shows the comparison among LDA, PCA systems. This is an efficient technique as the face
and proposed work. The graph shows that LDA has 95% identification is a unique identification. The features
approx. accuracy, PCA has 92% approx. accuracy and extraction and the classification of the image plays
important role in the identification. In this, a new method
accuracy of proposed work is approximately 98.9%.
Fig. 7 Accuracy achieved after applying proposed work.
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is proposed in which the system is trained after which the
testing is done. In this, the feature is extracted using the
PCA and LDA and also the combined technique. On the
basis of the performance of the system which is measured
by varying the number of faces of each subject in the
training and test faces. A comparison is performed
between proposed and the traditional approach. From the
results obtained it is concluded that this proposed method
is better than the traditional method for face recognition as
this system is more accurate compared to the traditional
systems.
In future, this technique can be enhanced further by using
some other classifier that can increase the accuracy of the
system. Better the extracted features more accurate is the
system and thus the efficiency of the system increases.
Also, the security of the system shall have increased in
order to use this system for authenticate.
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